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General pathology: Acute inflammation: the neutrophil
Overview of acute inflammation
This lecture follows 2 previous lectures: General pathology, acute inflammation, clinical
pathologic correlation and General pathology, acute inflammation, PAMPs, DAMPS & PRRs.
-

-
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Acute inflammation is the process by which the body develops an immediately response
to infection and/or injury. Bacteria proliferate with a T1/2 of 20-30’, which means that
the body must respond in a matching time.
The first systemic response to an infection is to deliver a neutrophil to the site of
infection. The steps of this process can be seen as
o Alarm signal:
 PAMPs are molecular products of the organism that the immune system
keys on to initiate acute inflammation. PAMPs are typically components of
the cell wall, flagella or envelop as these are essential of microorganism
survival.
 DAMPs are typically cell components that are proteins, such as HMGB-1 or
HSPs or non-proteins such as uric acid, ATP or DNA
o Pattern recognition receptors (PRRs):
 Secreted: these are circulating proteins that detect PAMPs and DAMPs.
They include the complement system (i.e. classic, alternative and MLP) and
CRP.
 Cell PRRs:
• Membrane surface receptors are best exemplified by the Toll-like
receptors (TLRs). TLR 4 detects LPS and TLR 5 detects flagellin. In
macrophages and other antigen-presenting cells (APCs), TLRs
commonly initiate 2 pathways:
o NFκB for cytokines IL-1, IL-6 and TNF-α
o IFR7 for interferon Type 1
• Some PRRs are found in the cell cytoplasm, such as TLR 3,7 & 9, RIG-like
receptors and NOD-like receptors. They typically detect viruses as these
are intracellular pathogens. The immune cells produce mostly
interferons.
• In mast cells, PRRs trigger degranulation, with the release of hundreds
of compounds, including histamine and bradykinin
3. 2° signaling
 Cytokines have numerous local and systemic effects (for further
discussion, see: General pathology, acute inflammation, clinical
pathologic correlation and General pathology, acute inflammation,
cytokines).
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Histamine acts on the H1 and H2 receptors with multiple effects including
local vasodilation and endothelial cell contraction that creates gaps in the
intercellular junctions (i.e. the exudate)
 Bradykinin causes vasodilation and increases the sensitivity of the nonmyelinated pain nerve fibers 1000 fold.
4. Endothelial cell and vascular response:
a. Vasodilation
b. Neutrophil slow rolling
c. Neutrophil adhesion


5. Neutrophil diapedesis and killing; exudate formation
- Numbers 4 and 5 compose the neutrophil activation cascade, discussed next.

The neutrophil activation cascade:
-
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Vasodilation:
o Neutrophils in blood vessels flow in 2 pools: a central fast-moving circulatory
pool and a slow-moving marginal pool. These pools are of roughly equal sizes.
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o Vasodilation changes the fluidics so that the neutrophils in the circulating pool
move into the marginal pool. In addition, vasodilation slows the speed at which
neutrophils flow over the endothelial cells.
 Vasodilation is responsible for 2 of the 5 cardinal signs of acute
inflammation: redness (rubor) and warmth (calor).
Neutrophil activation:
o Slow rolling:
 Cytokines upregulate platelet and endothelial cell selectins that bind to
neutrophil glycoproteins like the Lewis antigen (Lex), also called an
addressin.
 These bonds form and break, tumbling the neutrophil along the endothelial
surface.
o Adhesion:
 The slow-rolling neutrophil can now be firmly attached to the endothelial
cells.
 Neutrophil integrins like CD11b/18 bind to endothelial I-CAM.
• Cytokines upregulate these adhesion proteins from the cell cytoplasm
to the cell membrane.
 This adhesion can be inhibited by cortisol and epinephrine, both
endogenous and pharmacologic.
Measuring the neutrophil count in stress situations
The neutrophil count is part of the complete blood count (CBC). The blood drawn for
this test is from the circulating pool. In patients with acute stress such as anxiety or
exercise, the demargination of the marginal pool can give an apparent increase to the
neutrophil count. This also applies to patients given epinephrine or cortisol.
One way to differentiate neutrophilia of inflammation from demargination is the
leukocyte differential. A left shift (i.e. increased band and other immature
granulocytes) only occurs in inflammation as it is due to cytokines such as IL-23/IL-17.

Leukocyte adhesion disease results from a mutation to CD11b/18. This is an
immunodeficiency disease that first presents with lack of detached of the
umbilical cord at birth and then recurrent bacterial infections.
o Diapedesis and migration
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The neutrophil can migrate between or through endothelial cells.
• The widening of the endothelial cell junctions is due to a decrease in
PECAM (platelet-endothelial cell adhesion molecule).
• PECAM is also expressed on platelets. Decreased platelets,
thrombocytopenia, leads to endothelial junction gaps that leak RBCs.
This is seen clinically as petechiae.
• Once through the vessel wall, neutrophils migrate to the site of
infection following a chemokine and chemotactic gradient. Gradient
signals include:
o IL-8 is a key signal. It can be produced by any cell with TLRs.
o C3a and C5a from the complement system activation
o LTB 4 from the leukotriene/prostaglandin pathway
o fLMP (formyl leucylmethionylphenyalanine) from other
neutrophils

Neutrophil activation (from: Immunology, Chapter 4, Acute inflammation)
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Killing
o Phagocytosis:
 Ingestion goes through a series of steps (see image) that end with the
bacteria in a phagolysosome.
 Neutrophils identify bacteria through cell membrane PRRs such as TLRs.
 Detection of bacteria with capsules is low. Sensitivity for encapsulated
bacteria can be increased 1000 fold with opsonins such as C3b and IgG for
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which the neutrophil has receptors. For IgG, the receptor is for the Fc
portion of the immunoglobulin.
Pneumovax in the elderly
There is declining immunity in old age. The commonest cause of pneumonia in
this age group is by S. pneumonia which has a capsule. By vaccinating the
elderly, one optimizes IgG levels for the pneumococcal polysaccharide capsule.
This provides significant prophylaxis through the opsonization mechanism.

Phagocytosis (from Immunology, Chapter 4, Acute inflammation

o Degranulation and the oxidative burst:
A. Intracellular degranulation:
 The 1° and 2° granules of the neutrophil contain myeloperoxidase
(MPO) and NADPH oxidase, respectively, that produce HOCl (bleach)
to kill the organism.
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CPC1 of the oxidative burst
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1. Chronic granulomatous disease: deficiency of
NADPH oxidase
2. ROS: endogenous production of free radicals is
important in diseases such as diabetes mellitus
3. SOD mutation is found in familial ALS
4. Glutathione deficiency can be inherited (G6PD
deficiency) or acquired (acetaminophen toxicity)
5. Fenton reaction: metals such as iron and copper
are toxic
1. Clinical pathologic correlation

B. Extracellular degranulation:
 Neutrophils can extravasate their granules into the surrounding
tissues. The proteases then liquify the surrounding bacteria, cells
and extracellular matrix, creating pus.
 The yellow-green color of pus is attributed to myeloperoxidase
(MPO)
C. Non phagocytic killing:
 Neutrophils can release their chromatin with granules attached.
These neutrophil extracellular traps (NETs) bind and kill the
bacteria.
 NETs result in the death of the neutrophil. This form of regulated
cell death is called NETosis.
 Dysregulation of NETosis may be associated with autoimmune
diseases like SLE as it may allow for prolonged exposure of
uncleared host DNA to immune surveillance. A clinical example of
this is C1q deficiency association with SLE.
Neutrophil structure and function
-
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Nomenclature:
o The neutrophil has several different names, reflecting its long history of
identification by microscopy.
o Polymorphonuclear cell (PMN):
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This reflects the distinctive shape of the nucleus, with mature forms
Pelger-Huet
having regions with no chromatin. It is thought that this shape allows
anomaly
for the cell to squeeze through tissues more easily than a noncompressible sphere.
 Pelger-Huet anomaly: a benign autosomal dominant defect in
neutrophil division. Its importance lies in granulocyte differentials, as
it looks like an immature band cell. Acquired “pseudo-Pelger-Huet”
morphology is seen in numerous hematologic diseases.
 Hyperlobation (5 or more lobes) is described in megaloblastic
anemias. The mechanism is not well understood.
o Neutrophil:
 Hematology rests on a long history diagnosis based on the peripheral blood
smear (PBS) and bone marrow aspirate and biopsy. The PBS and BM
aspirate use 2 stains:
• Basophilic dye: a basic dye, it binds to acids like DNA & RNA, giving
them a blue color (e.g. methylene blue). Model cell is the basophil.
• Acidophilic dye: binds to basic compounds such as proteins, giving them
a red color (e.g. eosin Y). Model cell is the eosinophil.
• Common stains used in hematology: Romanowsky, Giemsa and Wright
(in the USA).
 The neutrophil is the granulocyte that does not have cytoplasmic staining
for either basophilic or eosinophilic dyes.
o Granulocyte:
 These are all the cells that have prominent cytoplasmic granules: neutrophil,
eosinophil and basophil. The neutrophil is by far the most common of these
cells in routine clinical practice and so “granulocyte” refers to the neutrophil
unless otherwise specified.
Neutrophil granules:
o Azurophilic (aka 1°) granules
Azuro The equivalent of the lysosome as it contains proteases.
philic
 Also contains myeloperoxidase, which uses peroxide to produce
HOCl (bleach) for killing.
• MPO gives pus its yellow-green color.
• MPO deficiency is clinically benign.
o Specific (aka 2°) granules
 Most important:
• MMPs to dissolve bacterial membranes
• Lactoferrin to bind iron, making it unavailable to bacteria
• NADPH oxidase to make ROS for HOCl production (oxidative burst)


-
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o Deficiency of NADPH oxidase is the cause of chronic
granulomatous disease.
o Gelatinase (aka 3°)
 Only identified by scanning electron microscopy
 The gelatinase dissolves extracellular matrix for migration
o Secretory (aka 4°)
 These contain the membrane receptors for PAMPs and DAMPs (e.g. fLMP)
o The activation sequence of the granules is 4 3 2 1
Regulation of neutrophils:
Surprising little is known about the life cycle of the neutrophil. Most
information is either from mouse studies or bone marrow transplantation.
The following discussion is a synthesis of these 2 different bodies of
knowledge and is accurate as of mid-2020.
-
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Granulopoiesis
o All of the hematopoietic cells derive from hematopoietic stem cells (HSC). These
are regulated by osteoblasts of the endosteum. HSCs are found in the
subendosteal space, which is a specialized microenvironment for HSC, called the
endosteal niche.
o Neutrophils arise out of the common myeloid progenitor (CMP). For further
discussion, see Immunology, Chapter 2: The ontogeny of immune cells.
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o Granulopoiesis goes through a maturation sequence with progressive loss of
mitotic capability and nuclear function and increasing specialized cytoplasmic
granules:
 Granuloblast > promyeloblast (1° granules) > myelocyte (2° granules) >
metamyelocyte (no mitosis) > band > mature neutrophil
-
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Neutrophil production in the resting state:
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o ①. The level of neutrophil production in a non-inflammatory state (i.e. the set
point), is driven by bacterial products of the microbiome, the PAMPS (pathogen
associated molecular pattern). PAMPs increase G-CSF production.
 Sterile mice have severe neutropenia.
o ②a. The most important stimulator of granulopoiesis is G-CSF (granulocyte
stimulating factor). G-CSF is produced by many cells, including osteoblasts.
 G-CSF increases proliferation in all precursors capable of mitoses,
collectively referred to as the “mitotic pool”.
 Synthetic G-GSF (e.g. filgrastim) can be used in neutropenia.
o ②b. In addition to increased production of neutrophils, osteoblasts decrease
synthesis of CXCL-12.
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CXCL-12 is also called stromal derived factor 1 (SDF-1).
CXCL-12 binds to the CXCR4 on the neutrophil, inhibiting its egress from
the bone marrow into the circulation.
③. Diurnal oscillation and intrinsic aging
 There is an increase in circulating neutrophils in the morning and a
decrease at night.
 Release in the morning is under control of the sympathetic nervous
system (SNS) and therefore presumptively the hypothalamus.
 The SNS stimulates stromal cells to decrease CXCL-12, allowing
neutrophils to egress the marrow.
④a. Most of the circulating neutrophils will enter the tissues. Lung is a model
organ and seems to be a preferred organ for non-activated neutrophils.
 This makes the lung vulnerable to cytokine activation of neutrophils in
acute systemic inflammation, with the sequela of acute respiratory
distress syndrome (ARDS).
④b. Over 8-12 hours, there is gradual upregulation of CXCR-4 on neutrophil
membranes. This triggers phagocytosis by resident macrophages and dendritic
cells in the tissues. Tissue phagocytic cells then release IL-23. Aging neutrophils
still in the circulation are mostly phagocytosed in the liver, which also then
releases IL-23.
⑤. IL-23 is a stimulatory cytokine for TH17 lymphocytes. These produce IL-17, a
pro-inflammatory cytokine. In the marrow, it has multiple effects, including
release of G-CSF. This means that the tissue levels of neutrophils are a major
feedback regulator of bone marrow production. In the resting state, increase in
tissue neutrophils results in decreased production.



o

o

o

o

-
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Neutrophil response in acute systemic inflammation
o Bone marrow is a major reserve pool for neutrophils. There are 2 pools of
neutrophils in the bone marrow. There is the proliferating, or mitotic pool and
then there is a larger pool of committed granulocytes. These post-mitotic PMNs
undergo maturation of nucleus and granules over 7-14 days and can be released
in systemic inflammation by cytokines like IL-17.
 The most immediately available pool of neutrophils can be found in the
circulation, followed by neutrophils sequestered in the lung. Both of these
pools are mostly refreshed daily. Compounds produced by neutrophils
include
o When local infection becomes severe enough, blood cytokine levels stimulate
systemic responses. The cytokines often work synergistically in stimulation.
 IL-1: increase body temperature set point (fever). This is of unknown
benefit.
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Il-6: acute phase reactants from the liver. There are >30 proteins that have
different functions in infection. A number of proteins sequester iron, a rate
limiting factor for bacteria (↑ferritin, ↑hepcidin, ↓transferrin), some
protect from ROS (α2-macroglobulin), PRRs (↑CRP) and increased
coagulation (↑fibrinogen, ↑platelets).
TNF-α: numerous pro-inflammatory functions
IL-17: increased marrow production and release of neutrophils. IL-23 in
concert with IL-1 increases production of IL-17 from TH17 lymphocytes.

Neutrophil signaling
-

-

-

Neutrophils cross communicate with other cells of the immune system. Far from being
single function killing machines, they actively participate in the innate and adaptive
immune processes.
Local mediators released by neutrophils:
o Arachidonic acids:
 Leukotrienes: LTB4, a chemokine that acts as an anaphylatoxin
 Prostaglandins: PGE2 induces vasodilation, increases vascular
permeability and increases pain
o Platelet interaction
 P selectin is expressed on the surface of platelets and endothelial cells
activated by cytokines. PMNs have P-selectin ligand. This closely ties
inflammation to coagulation.
 PMN NETs (neutrophil extracellular traps) bind TFP1, a pro-thrombotic
protein
Systemic mediators: neutrophils release many cytokines, most of which are chemotactic
and pro-inflammatory.

1° diseases of the neutrophil:
-
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Leukocyte adhesion deficiency (LAD) disease:
o Abnormalities of the CD 18 integrin family can be quantitative or qualitative.
 In the macrophage family, this is CD11b/CD18
o If CD11b/CD18 levels are <2%, there is severe immunodeficiency and death by
age 2 years
o If CD11b/CD18 are 2-30%, the individual can live into adulthood
o Pathophysiology:
 CD11b/CD18 is necessary for fast adhesion of the neutrophil to ICAM of
the endothelial cell in neutrophil activation. Failing this, neutrophils
cannot migrate to the site of infection.
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o Presentation:
 Persistence of the umbilical stump for >30 days post-delivery; omphalitis
 Recurrent bacterial infections and sepsis
 Periodontitis.
 Inability to form pus
Chediak-Higashi syndrome:
o An abnormal cell organelle trafficking protein leads to defective granule
formation and movement
 Melanocytes / melanosomes: albinism
 Neutrophils / 1° granules and chemotaxis: infections
 Platelets / serotonin storage granules: bleeding diathesis
 Neurons / giant granules: degenerative neurologic disease.
Chronic granulomatous disease (CGD):
o Pathophysiology:
 Mutations in NADPH oxidase lead to an inability to create ROS for a
respiratory burst to kill bacteria and fungi.
 The most common inheritance is X-linked
o Presentation:
 Recurrent serious bacterial and fungal
infections, most commonly lung.
• Median age for diagnosis is 2-3
years.
• Bacteria without catalase
produce enough endogenous
ROS that they can provide
enough for HOCl killing e.g.
Streptococci.
 Testing:
• Nitroblue tetrazolium test: the
patient’s neutrophils are
incubated with the colorless dye
o ROS  blue color
o No ROS (CGD)  yellow

Other diseases in which the neutrophil plays a key role
-
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COPD:
o The pathology of chronic bronchitis and emphysema are strongly connected to
cigarette smoking. Cigarette smoke initiates an influx of neutrophils.
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o The pathophysiology is not clearly understood but neutrophil damage includes
ROS and the release of elastase. Other proteases like MMPs show synergistic
effects. When anti-proteases like α1-antitrypsin are insufficient, adaptation and
destruction of the lung follows.
 Bronchi: mucous gland hyperplasia, epithelial metaplasia
 Bronchioles: inflammation and fibrosis leading to bronchiolitis obliterans.
 Alveoli: loss of alveolar septae leads to emphysema
Rheumatoid arthritis:
o This systemic autoimmune disease has both genetic and environmental risk
factors. Sensitization is thought to occur from the formation of neoantigens. For
example, smoking creates neoisotopes from protein alterations seen for example
with citrullination. Cigarette smoke induces PAD (peptidyl arginine deaminase) in
alveolar macrophages. This enzyme converts arginine to citrulline which forms a
neoantigen locus in proteins. RA may start as a mucosal disease in the lung.
o The development of anti-citrullinated protein antibodies (ACPA) activates the
innate immune system. APC then activate the adaptive immune system in
complex ways. Autoantibodies can be found for a decade before clinical
symptoms, called the pre-RA period.
o RA has pathology in 2 compartments. There is no unifying explanation
connecting the two.
 Synovial fluid: Neutrophils are the main cell found in the synovial fluid
although they are not found in the pannus. Recruitment of neutrophils
may occur by immune complex activation of C3a and C5a. The PMNs
release both cytokines which promote pannus formation and proteases
which cause direct damage.
 Synovium: Lymphocytes and macrophages are present but not
neutrophils. It is believed that cytokines, especially TNF-α, produce the
fibroblast-like synoviocytes that make up the destructive pannus.
Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE)
o SLE is the model type III hypersensitivity disease. When circulating immune
complexes (IC) filter into a tissue, the ICs activate complement, C3a and C5a act
as anaphylatoxins to recruit inflammatory cells with subsequent acute
inflammation.
o Tissues that trap immune complexes include:
 Basement membrane of skin: rashes
 Serosa: pleuritis and pericarditis
 Glomerulus: 2° glomerulonephritis
 Blood vessels: cerebritis
 Synovium: arthralgia / arthritis
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o SLE is an autoimmune disease with antibodies against nuclear proteins. There is
evidence suggesting that the DNA exposed in neutrophil extracellular traps
(NET) give significant exposure of nuclear proteins to the immune system.
Anti-neutrophil cytoplasm antibody (ANCA) vasculitis
o Granulomatosis with polyangiitis (GPA, formerly known as Wegener vasculitis),
eosinophilic GPA (Churg-Strauss disease) and microscopic polyangiitis (MPA) are
all autoimmune diseases targeting the neutrophil.

Disease
GPA
Eosinophilic
GPA
MPA

Autoantibody
Anti-PR3
Anti-MPO

Function

Pathology

1° granule serine
protease
1° granule,
oxidative burst
See above

Granulomatous
vasculitis
Eosinophilic
vasculitis
Small vessel
vasculitis

ANCA
٠60% MPO
٠40% PR3
o Pathophysiology: Neutrophils are highly sensitized by the targeting antibodies
(i.e. anti-PR-3 and anti-MPO) and easily degranulate, causing damage to the
surrounding vasculature with ischemia to the tissues.
-
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Gout
o The uric acid crystals in synovial fluid trigger the neutrophil influx of the acute
arthritis.
o Uric acid is a non-protein DAMP (damage-associated molecular pattern). In
macrophages, the PRR (pattern recognition receptor) is a Nod-like receptor
(NLRP3) that forms the inflammasome when activated..
o The inflammasome is a protein complex that produces IL-1. IL-1 initiates the
neutrophil activation cascade.
 Anti-IL-1 drugs like anakinra are used in treating resistant gout.
o Neutrophil degranulation causes tissue damage in the joints
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General pathology: Acute inflammation: the neutrophil
Do You Know It?
1. Describe the neutrophil activation cascade.
2. Name 4 compounds that are significant in the chemokine gradient for neutrophil
migration to the site of infection.
3. Why might a patient have pseudo-neutrophilia if they are afraid of needles?
4. Why is it important for elderly patients to get pneumovax vaccination?
5. Neutrophil regulation at rest:
a. Why are microbiologically sterile mice neutropenic?
b. How does the hypothalamus regulate neutrophil production?
c. What is the most important cytokine for granulocyte production?
d. What is the release signaling for neutrophils in the bone marrow?
6. In acute systemic inflammation, from where are neutrophils recruited?
a. What is the major cytokine for bone marrow release of neutrophils?
7. Describe the pathophysiology and presentation of:
a. Leukocyte adhesion deficiency disease
b. Chediak-Higashi syndrome
c. Chronic granulomatous disease
8. Describe the role of the neutrophil in:
a. COPD
b. Rheumatoid arthritis
c. SLE
d. ANCA vasculitis
e. Gout
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